
The best car air filter brands

Buying a car is a substantial purchase, so you want to be sure that it will serve you for a long
time. The engine is one of the most important parts when it comes to a car's performance
and durability. That's why it’s essential to keep the engine healthy.

Frequently changing air filters is the optimal way to keep your engine in the best way
possible. A balanced supply of air helps the machine to work correctly. Trapped dust and
various particles in air filters ensure the best performance of your car.

There are many different kinds of air filters on the market, so choosing one is not easy.
That’s why we created our top list of 15 air filters based on price, durability and people’s
rating.

Before we dive into our list, let’s see what are the benefits of using air filters.

Air filter benefits

Preventing the damage: Air filters trap small particles which may cause damage to the
engine. You don’t want that because the repair of the damaged engine will cost you a lot of
bucks.



Engine durability: if you want to extend your car's engine lifespan, change your air filter
from time to time for consistent airflow.
Fuel efficiency. Replacing the old air filter in the car will increase the amount of air entering
the engine which means that the fuel burns more efficiently and you can save money on the
pump.

Low cost and easy installation: The air filter is one of the simplest parts to change, at a
great price. You can buy one of the best air filters available on the market for a relatively
small amount of money.

TIP - The new engine air filter can increase your vehicle's MPG by up to 10%.

Spearhead Max Thrust Air Filter

Company Spearhead has 30 years of experience when it comes to automotive parts. It's one
of the largest automotive aftermarket suppliers in the United States, wherewith the best
products at the best prices.

Max Thrust engine air filters will provide a transparent and effective upgrade over stock
performance. Its unique Hex-D pleat design creates maximum holding capacity for trapping
unwanted dirt and debris. Thanks to multiple layers of progressively finer filter media that
allows air to flow freely even when the filter is dirty

Deficient airflow can cause your engine to work twice as hard. That's why Max Thrust air
filters are designed to give your engine as much clean air as possible up to 15K miles.



CHECK LATEST PRICE

EPAuto GP075 (CA10755)

This affordable air filter is suitable for Toyota, Lexus and Honda cars.

Like other all air filters it's simple to replace and has additional advantages. For example,
EPAuto GP075 protects the car engine from dust quite well if you consider its price. The
second advantage of this air filter is increased fuel mileage. Its replacement is recommended
after every 12,000 miles.

This is a good option if you are looking for a cheap but at the same time quite durable air
filter.

CHECK LATEST PRICE

https://www.amazon.com/Spearhead-THRUST-Performance-Mileage-Vehicles/dp/B07JK9DNNB
https://www.amazon.com/EPAuto-Replacement-2013-2017-2012-2017-Highlander/dp/B01GIK5924


K&N 33-2304 Replacement Air Filter

K&N filters are one of the most popular ones in the market. The company made its name for
producing high-quality products.

This Uniquely designed, washable and reusable high-flow air filters will last you 10-Year or
Million miles, which is very impressive. With Additional Filtering Barrier, it provides
long-lasting performance and adds up to an extra 15 horsepower to your engine power. Its
design allows easy fitting into the factory air box and needs cleaning every 50,000 miles.

K&A air filter is an excellent choice if you are looking for a quality and durable product out
there.

CHECK LATEST PRICE

https://www.amazon.com/K-N-Engineering-33-2304/dp/B0087BMU4I


FRAM Extra Guard Air Filter, CA4309

FRAM Extra Guard air filter comes with a great combination of protection and price. It's one
of the top-rated products and our most affordable choice.

This replaceable filter is equipped with an advanced filter media that offers more protection
than other air filters. The level of protection of the CA4309 is based on a paper grid
interwoven with wire mesh. The extra guard air filter is capable of filtering microscopic
particles and visible debris from your engine. The grill design maximizes the surface area to
collect the most particles that may cause the engine’s damage.

By changing this filter regularly, you can ensure that you are getting the most out of your
engine at a great price. The company suggests changing this filter every 12,000 miles for
maximum performance.

CHECK LATEST PRICE

https://www.amazon.com/CA4309-Extra-Flexible-Rectangular-Filter/dp/B0009H51MG


Mann Filter C 43 102 Air Filter

The Mann air filter is known for its dirt separation efficiency and mechanical stability for over
65 years. Like FRAM, it's a pretty famous brand but costs slightly more.

The specially designed paper filter provides good pleat stability and one of the best air-fuel
ratios. It is reliable, efficient and can reduce the vehicle's mileage by up to 30 kilometres.

Mann air filter reduces the input noise and protects the adjacent components by sealing
them off. While it's made for Volkswagen Jetta, you can also use it for other types of
vehicles. The recommended replacement time is after 12,000 miles, but some reviews claim
that it can work up to 20,000 miles.

CHECK LATEST PRICE

https://www.amazon.com/Mann-Filter-43-102-Air-Filter/dp/B001DRJMZI


EcoGard XA6131 Engine Air Filter

Ecogard is a company that has been developing one of the best engine air filters for 25
years. This air filter is made particularly for Chevrolet Equinox and GMC terrain models from
2010 to 2017.

EcoGard XA6131 air filter helps to improve the performance of your vehicle by allowing only
clean air to pass through efficiently. The filter can work for up to 12,000 miles, which is
standard for most air filters.

The Eco Gard also helps to prevent increased engine wear which is caused by dirty filters.
The other benefit that you get is optimized engine performance. The installation is simple
and doesn't require any tools.

CHECK LATEST PRICE

https://www.amazon.com/ECOGARD-XA6131-Premium-Chevrolet-Equinox/dp/B00AKF1OE6


ACDelco A3181C Professional Air Filter

ACDelco Original Equipment air filters are designed, engineered, and tested to strict
standards and are owned by General Motors.

These premium air filters are equipped with a tight seal which supplies the cleanest possible
air. The most minor airflow restriction guarantees the engine’s enhanced performance. They
also help protect you and your passengers from harmful pollutants that may come from your
vehicle's ventilation system.

ACDelco regularly updates production and service part designs to integrate new materials
and technologies. Considering all these factors, we think that this is one of the best quality
air filters at a great price.

CHECK LATEST PRICE

https://www.amazon.com/ACDelco-A3181C-Professional-Air-Filter/dp/B00PM374FO


AEM 28-20304 DryFlow Air Filter

These USA-made filters are designed to increase horsepower and accelerator response.
They are made of durable materials and can be used repeatedly. AEM is very confident that
this will be the last air filter you will ever need.

The air filter uses a washable synthetic material designed for outstanding performance even
in dusty racing conditions. AEM Dryflow filters use an innovative premium oil-free filtration
material that allows easy cleaning, durable service, and excellent filtration.

We think that with this price and confidence that it can be your lifetime product, it's a great
deal!.

CHECK LATEST PRICE

https://www.amazon.com/AEM-28-20304-DryFlow-Air-Filter/dp/B006KBLEJO


Toyota Genuine Parts 17801-0H050 Air Filter

Toyota's engine air filter is specially designed for removing 99% of pollutants in the air before
entering the engine.

17801-YZZ02 can improve engine performance and fuel efficiency. This genuine Toyota filter
uses a three-layer filter element design: thin, medium and thick, to capture and retain various
sizes of pollutants. In addition, the filter has a resin frame, which can fit well, seal dust and
reduce noise.

When driving under normal driving conditions, the filter is very suitable for up to 36 months
or 30,000 miles of use. The filter can last up to 15,000 miles in a dusty environment. It can
be used for other vehicles besides Toyota.

CHECK LATEST PRICE

https://www.amazon.com/Toyota-Genuine-Parts17801-YZZ02-Element-178010H050/dp/B0044B30TO


aFe 31-10172 Pro Dry S Performance Air Filter

aFe (advanced FLOW engineering) is a premier designer and manufacturer of automotive
performance upgrade systems and components since 1999. Their air filters are durable and
high-quality.

Pro DRY S is constructed with 100% polyurethane and features Oil-Free 3 Layers. The
progressive layering of media allows the filter to circulate at high levels. Tall, Rounded pleats
provide maximum dust holding capacity. This filter is excellent for improving performance
and increased speed.

The filter is washable and reusable for multiple cleaning cycles. They come with a lifetime
warranty and it is an excellent choice if you own a car equipped with a turbo.

CHECK LATEST PRICE

https://www.amazon.com/aFe-31-10172-Pro-Performance-Filter/dp/B002EVGXGS


Cleenaire EAF11712 Engine Air Filter

Cleenaire produces various types of filters, including oil, fuel, cabin and air filters. They make
high-quality filters such as the EAF11712 engine air filter.

This high-quality material made filer is equipped with thick rubber seals during production.
Because of the incredible filtration system, it captures harmful debris that attempts to enter
the engine. For running your engine smoothly, the filter maintains sufficient air circulation.

In modern fuel-injected vehicles, Cleenaire air filter helps increase acceleration by up to 11%
and extends the engine's lifespan.

CHECK LATEST PRICE

https://www.amazon.com/Cleenaire-EAF11712-Skyactive-replaces-PE07-13-3A0A/dp/B019K0K9TC/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_product_top?ie=UTF8


Genuine Subaru 16546AA10A Element Engine Air Filter

This Genuine Subaru engine air filter is manufactured from top-quality material while
maintaining a low cost. It's a reliable product when it comes to efficiency.

The Subaru filter has a three-layer filter element for trapping various types and sizes of
particles, including dust and debris. This prolongs engine lifespan. Other advantages of this
filter are fuel efficiency, low noise and better performance.

The filter can effectively run for up to 30,000 miles.

CHECK LATEST PRICE

https://www.amazon.com/Genuine-Element-16546AA10A-Forester-Impreza/dp/B07F2TSHPQ


ECOGARD XA4878 Premium Engine Air Filter

ECOGARD engine air filter guarantees that your car engine gets clean and efficient air
intake for enhanced performance.

This universal air filter is specially manufactured and tested to be used with Ford and Lincoln
models for increased productivity. The biggest advantage of this filter is that it's cheap and
easy to install. However, its shape is slightly different from the original air filters, so it may be
challenging to fit into the compartment.

It's recommended for this kind of air filter to change it at least every 12 months or 12,000
miles.

CHECK LATEST PRICE

https://www.amazon.com/ECOGARD-XA4878-Expedition-Navigator-Econoline/dp/B007D4UHAY


FRAM TGA8755A Tough Guard Flexible Panel Air Filter

Fram Tough Guard is the best option out there if you often drive in dirty areas.

The advanced design of FRAM air filter allows it to capture and hold double the dirt than
other regular filters. Because of that, the engine is cleaner in extreme driving conditions. A
heavy filter screen provides greater integrity and reduces the possibility of collapse and
tearing.

12,000-mile change intervals help to avoid decreased acceleration and horsepower while
improves overall performance

CHECK LATEST PRICE

https://www.amazon.com/TGA8755A-Tough-Guard-Flexible-Filter/dp/B004PGLUJU


Purolator A26280 Advanced Air Filter

Purolator is a well-known brand on the market for a long time. They adore the high quality
and strive to keep vehicles running like-new car for a long time.

This Multi-fiber, high-density air filter will trap up to 99% of the dirt and other debris. Rubber
gaskets provide a secure seal to guarantee that only fresh air reaches the car's engine.

For the best performance and efficiency, the recommended change for these air filters is
every 12 months or 12,000 miles.

CHECK LATEST PRICE

When is the time to change the air filter?

Since the air filter traps harmful particles and other internal components in the engine it is
recommended to replace the filter every 12,000 to 15,000 miles or more. However, this also
depends on your driving conditions. For example, if you are driving in a dirty, harsh area, it is
best to change the filter every 8,000 miles.

Replace the filter If you encounter any of the following problems:

https://www.amazon.com/Purolator-A26280-PurolatorONE-Air-Filter/dp/B016NA9E16


Dirty air filter. It's obvious that if your filter looks darker than usual, it's time to change it.
Sometimes the inside layers will have dirt that is not easy to spot. So checked them too.

Reduced fuel consumption. Pay attention to the gas mileage of the car. A common
symptom of a dirty filter is reduced fuel efficiency. When the filter gets dirty, less air enters
the engine, and the engine uses more fuel to produce enough power to compensate for this
reduction.

Engine failure. If your engine does not start easily, it may be due to a dirty filter. The filter
blocks the amount of air entering the engine. As a result, the air/fuel mixture becomes too
rich, contaminating the spark plugs and causing engine damage. In some cases, it may even
lead to complete failure.

Unusual engine noise. If you notice that the car makes strange vibrations or struggling
noise when idling, it’s maybe time to replace the engine air filter. An unusual engine sound
happens when a clogged air filter damages the spark plug. If it does not respond as usual by
pressing the accelerator, or if it feels rapid movement, it may mean that your engine is not
getting enough air to perform optimally. In this case, check the filter and replace it if it's dirty.

How to change the air filter

Stop the vehicle on level ground and apply the parking brake. Engage first gear (manual
transmission) or park (automatic transmission) and turn off the ignition switch.

Open the car hood. Loosen the engine cover with the control lever in the engine. Move the
outer hood latch to release it completely. Lift the hood and secure it with support rods (if
necessary).

Find the air filter case. Older cars with carburettor usually put the filter under a heavy round
plastic or metal cover. Newer vehicles often have a square or rectangular air filter housing
that is slightly off-centre between the grille and the engine.

Remove the air filter cover. Some models have wing nuts. Other air filters only need to
install a quick-release system. Just remove the filter cover. If you are not sure how to lift the
cover, please consult a mechanic.

Clean air filter housing. Connect the air hose to the compressor and use the compressed
air to blow out the dust, or use a vacuum cleaner to suck up any dirt.

Replace the filter. Change the old filter with a new one. Just place its rubber edge up and
slide it into the main body. Make sure everything is covered well.

Replace the air filter cover. Carefully slide the cover back into the air pipe, and then push
the entire part into the lower half of the air filter assembly. Make sure it is straight and strong.



The filter must be replaced once a year. If you are driving in a dusty place, you will need
to change it more frequently. The owner’s manual or regular maintenance guide should
contain recommendations for your vehicle.

Our final conclusion
Our choice for the best overall air filter is the K&N engine air filter 33-2304. The durable
material, good price and the possibility to use it over and over again, which will save you
money in the long run.
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